
 

 

Match Report CCC Seniors v Erratics, 8th May 2012 
 
Report submitted by Buzby 
 
     After two wet weekends a dry but cold day with a bit of a sneaky breeze promised the 
possibility of runs, wickets and injuries, or as some other people know it, cricket. Our visitors 
were Erratics, regular opponents and allies of CCC in the how-cricket-should-be-played 
debate. Tim lost the toss and was asked to bowl and a quick count revealed we had to take 
to the field with ten players. Just as we started James Weeks appeared at the top gate and 
walked down the drive – he couldn’t run as we are not allowed to exceed 5 mph in the drive. 
 
     Our opening pair of Tom Spence and Danny P took on their opening pair, one of whom 
was Chris ‘Always Scores Runs Against Chulmleigh’ Ferro. I stopped Chris’s first aggressive 
shot at extra cover with a resounding clunk; those present will know where the ball hit me 
and I was grateful for my one day in the Scouts (before being kicked out for refusing to 
swear allegiance to the Queen - eleven-year-old anarchists of the world unite!) where I 
picked up the motto about being prepared. Danny P’s figures after one ball were one ball, no 
maidens, no wickets, six runs but after three balls were three balls, no maidens, one wicket, 
six runs after a sharp c & b thereby illustrating perfectly the different games a bowler and a 
batsman play. Bowlers like to think of themselves as the hard-working grafters of the game, 
rugby’s forwards if you like, putting in the hard yards over after over so the batsmen, or 
pretty-boy backs, can take all the credit with their fancy footwork and flowery cover drives. 
The reality is that a bowler has five more opportunities per over to redeem himself if it goes 
a bit wrong but one mistake by a batsman means he’s back in the pavilion, probably sulking. 
Who’d be a batsman eh? Well I would actually, I can’t be arsed with all that running up and 
down. 
 
     I was a bit concerned when the score was in the forties and the time only twenty minutes 
to three, and then we realised the clock had stopped. Despite the weather Greg had done a 
marvellous job preparing us a wicket a lot like Forest Gump – a bit on the slow side but 
utterly trustworthy – and Erratics were scoring fairly quickly but we were also having our 
successes. Tom trapped Matt Cook lbw with a yorker and Danny P bowled an over where 
Jonathan Kirby played and missed the first five balls and lost his off stump to the sixth. Kev 
Yarnley stopped a screamer with his knee (clunk number two of the afternoon) and later 
revealed a slightly shady part of his past. Apparently, years ago he performed in a film 
entitled “Glad He Ate Her” which I hoped was a documentary about cannibalism but when 
he also confessed to also taking part in another production called “Fifteen to One” it seemed 
more likely the film was of the Gentleman’s Speciality genre. Isn’t it the name of your first 
pet and your mother’s maiden name? 
 
     Tom picked up his second wicket and the third clunk of the day echoed around the 
ground when Molins bottom-edged an unintentional Tom Spence beamer into his lip. He left 
the wicket pressing most of a toilet roll to his face never to return, Nigel Rutherford taking 
his place. The score was about 70 for 4 and for about fifteen minutes the game slowed right 
down. Chris Ferro would hit a single from the first ball and we would then bowl five dot 
balls. Sam ran around in a sweater more than twice his age. Then, almost imperceptibly the 
batsmen started to knock the ball into gaps and steal singles. The total moved to 100 with 
Chris scoring exactly half of the total and the singles, plus the odd two and occasional 
boundary, kept coming. Suddenly, our grip on the game started to look less secure and dot 
balls became rarer. AJ’s new access over the barbed wire, a creation of timber and a step 
ladder resembling one of the games in the Inca Zone on the Crystal Maze started to get 



 

 

regular use. On the stroke of tea Chris took the total through two hundred and hit his 
hundredth run, a classy and intelligent century, living up to his ‘Always Scores Runs Against 
Chulmleigh’ moniker. 
 
     “Good game to win” I opined to Bradders as we scoffed AJ’s sandwiches, secretly thinking 
to myself that one of the top four needed to get a hundred, so Kev and I padded up to try 
and make inroads into the very competitive total. Kev top-edged a full toss and was caught 
at long leg (He’d have been better off smashing it into his face like the Erratics chap, at least 
it would have only been a dot ball) and I was joined by Bradders. Between burps he put 
Erratics under pressure from the start of his innings with crunching off drives that 
threatened the stability of the fence and powerful pulls. We were rotating the strike well 
and on a demon-free pitch our total increased steadily. Then, to reiterate my point about 
the fragility of a batsman’s existence I made a fatal error by not fully committing to a drive 
and hit a catch to cover. Martin therefore took over the role of Bradders Support Officer and 
the pair of them took the score into three figures as the twenty over call went up. Five an 
over looked eminently gettable but disaster struck when the combination of the longest 
boundary, the safest hands and a shot that went so high it almost endangered the orbit of 
the International Space Station saw Bradders fall just short of the second century of the 
afternoon. Martin also fell a few overs later, trying to maintain a healthy scoring rate and 
with new batsmen at the crease it suddenly looked a lot more difficult. Danny P gave it the 
charge but was stumped and James played a couple of good-looking shots for 11 no but the 
draw was always going to the most probable outcome. 
 
     And so a thoroughly enjoyable game against my favourite opponents ended with the 
honours (almost) even. I popped my head into the away dressing room to explain I couldn’t 
make it to the pub due to a prior commitment and was heartened to hear Erratics are 
already looking forward to our game at Dunsford in September. So am I. 
 
Buzz 
 
Erratics 202-4 
Ferro 102 no, Rutherford 53 no  
Tom 2-63, Danny P 2-23 
 
CCC 164-7 
Bradders 93, Martin 27 
Matt Cook 3-29    
 

Match Scorecard 
 

 

Bat

Order Bowled by Runs Maidens Balls faced 4s 6s FOW

1 102 11

2 Parcell 7 1

3 Spence 13 2

4 Parcell 3

5 6 1

6 Spence 0

7 53 2 3

8

9

10

11

Totals 184 0 0 16 4

Bowl

Numbers Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Wides Nos

1 8 0 63 2

2 6 2 23 2

3 5 0 8 0

4 8 1 26 0

5 7 0 50 0

6 5 0 31 0

T.Spence

D.Parcell

T.Shapland

A.Jacobs

A.Wren

1.31

0.64

0.27

0.54

1.19

B.Sheehan 1.03

Chulmleigh

Bowler

b.

Not Out

DNB

DNB

DNB

DNB

M.Phillips

L.Bandhu

V.Kothamachu

J.Haynes

N.Rutherford

Bowler's Economy (Runs per ball)

D.Takle

M.Cook

J.Kirby

P.Molins

J.Fox

Not Out

ct and bowled

LBW

b.

Rtd Hurt

C.Ferro

Erratics

Player Status



 

 

 

 

Bat 5.25714286

Order Bowled by Runs Maidens Balls faced 4s 6s FOW

1 Haynes 19 2

2 Kothamachu 1

3 Cook 93 8 3

4 Ferro 27 2

5 11

6 Cook 4

7 Cook 0

8 Bandhu 0

9 0

10

11

Totals 155 0 0 12 3

Bowl

Numbers Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Wides Nos

1 7 1 29 1

2 7 1 22 1

3 8 0 40 1

4 6 1 31 1

5 6 2 9 1

6 7 0 29 3

7

8

9

ct

J.Weeks Not Out

Player Status

B.Darch ct.

K.Yarnley ct.

B.Sheehan ct.

M.Campling

Bandhu

Kothamachu

Rutherford

Haynes

Ferro

1

1

1

1

0

Required Runrate = Chulmleigh

st. Molins

T.Shapland ct.

T.Spence b.

Erratics

Players Bowler's Economy (Runs per ball)

S.Campling DNB

A.Wren Not Out

A.Jacobs DNB

D.Parcell

Cook 1


